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Abstract

In this work we consider numerical positive solutions of the equation
−Δu = λf(u) with Dirichlet boundary condition in a bounded domain
Ω, where λ > 0 and f(u) is a superlinear function of u. We study the
behavior of the branches of numerical positive solutions for varying λ.
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1 Introduction

We are interested in the positive solutions of the problem

{ −Δu(x) = λf(x, u(x)) x ∈ Ω
u(x) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω,

(1)

where Ω is a bounded domain in RN (N ≥ 3) with boundary ∂Ω, and
f(u) = u − u3 + au4 − bu5, 0 < a << b << 1 where << means very less
than.
The problems involving Laplace equation arise quite frequently in the bio-
logical, social and physical sciences. For example solutions of −Δu = λf(u)
correspond to steady states for time motion, with f corresponding to extermal
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driving forces. The Laplace equation also plays an important role in field theo-
ries in which a field (e.g. electric, magnetic gravitation forces, or fluid velocity
field) is given as the gradient of a potential function u ([8]).
On the other hand the Dirichlet boundary value condition has important physi-
cal significance. In electrostatics, for example, this condition specified the value
of the potential function u on ∂Ω which induces the electric field

−→
E = −∇u

in Ω. If we can show the equation −Δu = λf(u) with Dirichlet condition is
well-posed, this means that the electric field is completely determined by the
charge distribution inside Ω together with the value of the potential function
u on ∂Ω.
In this paper we study numerical solutions of the equation (1) that arises in
wide fields of physics, and so it has been studied by several authors. Among
others it describes problems of thermal self-ignition [3], diffusion phenomena
induced by nonlinear sources [5] or a ball of isothermal gas in garvitational
equilibrium as proposed by Lord Kelvin [1]. We also refer to [4,9] where differ-
ent models and further references may be found. In this paper we concentrate
on the numerical positive solutions of temperature distribution in an object
heated by the application of a uniform electric current suggested in [6]. In fact
we show that the first eigenvalue of the problem

{ −Δu(x) = λu(x) x ∈ Ω
u(x) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω.

(2)

is a bifurcation point of the branch of numerical solutions that all of these
solutions are less than 1, also there is a positive λ∗ > λ1 that for any λ > λ∗

we have two different numerical positive solutions.
The outline of the paper is following.
In the next section we present a useful numerical method and introduce the
framework of the procedure to find numerical solutions. Section 3 contains
some numerical results of the problem (1) for varying λ and a, b.

2 Finite difference method

Numerical techniques based on finite difference schemes can lead us to obtain
approximate solutions for any PFEs ([2,7,10]). In particular for an Elliptic
partial differntial equation of second order such as

Lu =
∑ ∑

(−aij
∂2u

∂xi∂xj
) +

∑
bi

∂u

∂xi
+ cu = f(λ, u),

we can use this technique. In fact the main idea is finding a numerical solution
for (1) in bounded domain Ω that in special points of Ω is adapted with
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exact solution, i.e., we seek a solution array u that in any points of a discrete
grid Ω ⊂ Ω , u(x) = u(x) where u is the exact solution of (1). It is often
advantageous to study derivatives using the limit of difference quotients, for
this reason we define ”forward difference quotient” as follows:

Δ+
i u(x) =

u(x + hei) − u(x)

h

where h �= 0, ei denotes the unit vector in the xi-direction, h is small enough
that 0 < |h| < dist(x, ∂Ω).
Moreover we can define ” backward difference quotient”:

Δ−
i u(x) =

u(x) − u(x − hei)

h
.

If we put together these quotients, we find a better approximation for ∂u(x)
∂xi

as
follows:

δiu(x) =
u(x + hei) − u(x − hei)

2h
.

It is proved in [8] that if we consider u ∈ C1(Ω) then

δiu(x) −→ ∂u(x)
∂xi

as h → 0.
We can continue this procedure to gain higher derivatives such as

δiiu(x) =
u(x + hei) − 2u(x) + u(x − hei)

h2

and

δiju(x) =
u(x+hei+kej)−u(x+hei−kej)−u(x−hei+kej)+u(x−hei−kej)

4hk

that tends to
∂2u(x)

∂x2
i

,
∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

as h → 0 and |(h, k)| → 0 respectively.
Now by replacing these approximations in any elliptic equation of second or-
der we arrive at a finite system of equations that after solving we can obtain
desired array u.
The method of differences is especially suitable for the solution of boundary
value problems, for instance, the problem of determining a function that satis-
fies the Laplace equation in the interior of a given field Ω and possesses given
values at the boundary of the field; such problems arise in the exploration of
stationary temperature distribution when the temperature at the boundary of
the field is known, in investigating the tension in a twisted rod of prismetic
section, etc. In this cases the procedure is as above.
It is remained that how we can choose the points of grid. If Ω is a regular
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domain for example a square in plane, i.e., Ω = [a, b] × [c, d]. We can suppose
the solution domain of the problem is covered by a mesh of grid-lines

xi = a + ih i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n1,

yj = c + jk j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n2

parallel to the axes and

x0 = a, xn1 = b, y0 = c, yn2 = d.

Approximations uij to u(xi, yj) are calculated at the point of intersection of
these lines, namely, (xi, yj) which is referred to as the (i, j) grid-point. The
constant spatial and temporal grid-spacing are

h =
(b − a)

n1

, k =
(d − c)

n2

respectively.
But a large number of physical problems have irregular boundary. For investi-
gation a point like P near bound of domain that does not have distance equal
to h with boundary, can be used some techniques. A precise technique, is using
of interpolation. In this section we explain it briefly.
For simplicity we limit us in two dimension space. Suppose the points of
grid Ω that has distances equal h and k with P in directions x and y be P1

and P2 and the nearest point to P on the boundary in direction x and y be
Q1 and Q2 respectively. Because of Dirichlet boundary condition we know
u(Q1) = u(Q2) = 0.
Let dist(P, Q1) = d1 and dist(P, Q2) = d2 where 0 ≤ d1, d2 ≤ 1. We want to
find ∂u

∂x
(P ) and ∂u

∂y
(P ) and ∂2u

∂x2 (P ) and ∂2u
∂y2 (P ) simultaneously.

By using Taylor expansion around P we get

u(x, y) = u(P ) + x(∂u
∂y

)(P ) + y(∂u
∂y

)(P ) + x2

2
(∂2u

∂x2 )(P ) + xy( ∂2u
∂x∂y

)(P )

+y2

2
(∂2u

∂y2 )(P ) + · · · .

Without loss of generality we can suppose P is (0, 0) and so we can write
points P1, P2, Q1 and Q2 such as:

(−h, 0), (0,−k), (d1h, 0), (0, d2k)

respectively.
After substitution last formulas in Taylor expansion and omission o(h3) and
o(k3), we arrive at:
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

d2kuy(P ) + 1
2
(d2k)2uyy(P ) = u(Q2) − u(P )

d1hux(P ) + 1
2
(d1h)2uxx(P ) = u(Q1) − u(P )

−kuy(P ) + 1
2
k2uyy(P ) = u(P2) − u(P )

−hux(P ) + 1
2
h2uxx(P ) = u(P1) − u(P )

(3)

that gives

∂u

∂x
(P ) = h−1[

u(Q1)

d1(1 + d1)
− d1u(P1)

(1 + d1)
− (1 − d1)u(P )

d1

] + o(h2)

∂2u

∂x2
(P ) = 2h−2[

u(Q1)

d1(1 + d1)
− u(P1)

(1 + d1)
− u(P )

d1

] + o(h)

∂u

∂y
(P ) = k−1[

u(Q2)

d2(1 + d2)
− d2u(P2)

(1 + d2)
− (1 − d2)u(P )

d2
] + o(k2)

∂2u

∂y2
(P ) = 2k−2[

u(Q2)

d1(1 + d1)
− u(P2)

(1 + d2)
− u(P )

d2
] + o(k).

If the points P1 and P2 lie irregularly, we can use this procedure for them again.
To find the value of u in the point P we apply linear interpolation formula in
direction x as follows

u(P ) = (
d1

1 + d1

)u(P1) + (
1

1 + d1

)u(Q1)

or in direction y as follows

u(P ) = (
d2

1 + d2
)u(P2) + (

1

1 + d2
)u(Q2).

This technique is one of the useful methods that developed from the work of
Gerschgarin, G and Z. Angew.

3 Numerical Results

In this section we consider problem (1) and use all of discussions in previous
section to find numerical solutions.
At first we note that to solve problem (1) we consider N ≥ 3. Let N = 3
and Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] and the grid Ω ⊂ Ω be a division of Ω and
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h = 1
4
(n1 = n2 = n3 = 4).

We solve numerically the problem

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−(uxx + uyy + uzz) = λ[u(x, y, z) − u(x, y, z)3

+ au(x, y, z)4 − bu(x, y, z)5] (x, y, z) ∈ Ω
u(x, y, z) = 0 (x, y, z) ∈ ∂Ω

(4)

for a = 10−7 and b = 10−3. Dirichlet boundary condition lead us to have

u0,j,k = ui,0,k = ui,j,0 = 0 ∀1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 3

where ui,j,k = u(xi, yj, zk).
By using the approximation of uxx and uyy and uzz we have a system of equa-
tions of this type

−ui+1,j,k+ui−1,j,k+ui,j+1,k+ui,j−1,k+ui,j,k+1+ui,j,k−1−6ui,j,k

h2

= λ(ui,j,k − u3
i,j,k + au4

i,j,k − bu5
i,j,k).

Some of the equations of this system mentioned follows:

16(u211+u121u112−6u111)+λ(u111−u3
111+au4

111−bu5
111) = 0 for i = j = k = 1

16(u212 + u122 + u113 + u121 − 6u112) + λ(u112 − u3
112 + au4

112 − bu5
112) = 0

for i = j = 1, k = 2

...

After solving this system we can obtain u in grid Ω that guide us to understand
the behavior of solution branches. We express just some of values of uijks, wijks
and vijks in the following tables.
It is easy to see that λ+ (the first eigenvalue of the problem (2)) in this case is
27.2 with decimal accuracy also λ∗ is around 100 that before it we don’t have
any positive solution greater than 1.
Note that the first table is for the branch of solution bifurcates from λ+ and
the second and third is for another branch of solutions. We mention them by
u, w and v.
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λ u
u111=1.05×10−11 u121=1.80×10−11 u131=1.05×10−11

1 u211=1.46×10−11 u221=2.35×10−11 u231=1.47×10−11

u311=8.59×10−11 u321=1.29×10−11 u331=8.69×10−11

u111=1.56×10−13 u121=2.36×10−13 u131=1.57×10−13

27.1 u211=2.00×10−13 u221=2.87×10−13 u231=2.01×10−13

u311=1.30×10−13 u321=1.79×10−13 u331=1.31×10−13

u111=0.0024 u121=0.0037 u131=0.0024
27.2 u211=0.0031 u221=0.0045 u231=0.0032

u311=0.0020 u321=0.0028 u331=0.0020
u111=0.5063 u121=0.6266 u131=0.5064

50 u211=0.6082 u221=0.7263 u231=0.6085
u311=0.4929 u321=0.5916 u331=0.4937

u111=0.7530 u121=0.8291 u131=0.7530
100 u211=0.8240 u221=0.8950 u231=0.8240

u311=0.7511 u321=0.8190 u331=0.7511
u111=0.9754 u121=0.9834 u131=0.9754

1000 u211=0.9833 u221=0.9912 u231=0.9833
u311=0.9754 u321=0.9833 u331=0.9754

λ w
w111=30.775 w121=30.775 w131=30.775

100 w211=30.775 w221=30.775 w231=30.775
w311=30.775 w321=30.775 w331=30.775

w111=24.98 w121=24.98 w131=24.98
500 w211=24.98 w221=24.98 w231=24.98

w311=24.98 w321=24.98 w331=24.98
w111=23.81 w121=23.81 w131=23.81

1000 w211=23.81 w221=23.81 w231=23.81
w311=23.81 w321=23.81 w331=23.81

λ v
v111=34.59 v121=34.60 v131=34.60

100 v211=34.60 v221=34.60 v231=34.60
v311=34.59 v321=34.60 v331=34.59
v111=35.36 v121=35.36 v131=35.36

500 v211=35.36 v221=35.36 v231=35.36
v311=35.36 v321=35.36 v331=35.36
v111=36.12 v121=36.12 v131=36.12

1000 v211=36.12 v221=36.12 v231=36.12
v311=36.12 v321=36.12 v331=36.12
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Now we compare the numerical results for constants a = 10−7 and b = 10−3

with a = 10−5 and b = 10−2 that is mentioned in the following tables.

λ u
u111=2.89×10−14 u121=6.80×10−14 u131=2.91×10−14

1 u211=3.33×10−14 u221=7.39×10−14 u231=3.36×10−14

u311=1.49×10−14 u321=2.72×10−14 u331=1.52×10−14

u111=1.21×10−10 u121=1.83×10−10 u131=1.22×10−10

27.1 u211=1.55×10−10 u221=2.23×10−10 u231=1.57×10−10

u311=1.01×10−10 u321=1.40×10−10 u331=1.02×10−10

u111=0.0035 u121=0.0053 u131=0.0035
27.2 u211=0.0045 u221=0.0065 u231=0.0045

u311=0.0029 u321=0.0040 u331=0.0029
u111=0.5054 u121=0.6253 u131=0.5055

50 u211=0.6070 u221=0.7247 u231=0.6073
u311=0.4921 u321=0.5906 u331=0.4930

u111=0.7510 u121=0.8265 u131=0.7510
100 u211=0.8215 u221=0.8919 u231=0.8215

u311=0.7491 u321=0.8165 u331=0.7491
u111=0.9713 u121=0.9792 u131=0.9713

1000 u211=0.9791 u221=0.9869 u231=0.9791
u311=0.9713 u321=0.9791 u331=0.9713

λ w
w111=34.68 w121=34.68 w131=34.68

100 w211=34.68 w221=34.68 w231=34.68
w311=34.68 w321=34.68 w331=34.68
w111=29.32 w121=29.32 w131=29.32

500 w211=29.32 w221=29.32 w231=29.32
w311=29.32 w321=29.32 w331=29.32
w111=28.24 w121=28.24 w131=28.24

1000 w211=28.24 w221=28.24 w231=28.24
w311=28.24 w321=28.24 w331=28.24
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λ v
v111=38.24 v121=38.24 v131=38.24

100 v211=38.24 v221=38.24 v231=38.24
v311=38.24 v321=38.24 v331=38.24
v111=38.96 v121=38.96 v131=38.96

500 v211=38.96 v221=38.96 v231=38.96
v311=38.96 v321=38.96 v331=38.96
v111=39.67 v121=39.67 v131=39.67

1000 v211=39.67 v221=39.67 v231=39.67
v311=39.67 v321=39.67 v331=39.67

So by using the results in these tables we can draw the bifurcation diagram of
the solutions in the plane (λ, ||u||), where

||u|| = ||u||∞ = sup
(x,y,z)∈[0,1]×[0,1]×[0,1]

u(x, y, z)

.

Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram
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